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In the modern working environment, the offi ce is more than a functional area 

- it has become a living space where you must feel comfortable to be effective. 

The quality of your work is determined through creativity, satisfaction and well-

being. A comfortable and ergonomic workplace design is the basis for modern, 

productive work.

Nothing is worse than monotony and uniformity. Everyone who has had to 

remain in a sitting position for a long period can confi rm this, e.g. in a plane 

or at school. A variation of the working posture has a restorative effect. Why? 

Because a lot of 

things happen in our 

body, which infl uence 

our well-being. Real 

comfort means freedom of decision. This applies both in your everyday life 

and in the offi ce. Through change of mental and physical strain, the variation 

can be integrated in your working day. In the long term, this ensures optimal 

results.

The sit-stand workplace: Luxury for all body systems

for improved worklife

If the employees need to be fl exible 

– why should this not apply to the furniture?



Alternately sit….. 
You spend more than 85% of your time in the offi ce sitting 

down. The most common health problems in the workplace 

are backaches and tensions.



 …. and stand

The magic formula is prevention. Alternately, stand and sit 

relieves your spine and keeps your cardiovascular system going.



This guideline should also apply during the workday. Especially during the offi ce 

workday. A lifestyle with movement keeps you young and is therefore true luxury for 

the human being. Constant sitting makes you feel tired and weak. By limited means 

– solely by changing body positions – the organism can benefi t at many levels and 

reach quite different effects. 

Altogether, this ensures comfort and gives your new energy. Balanced nutrition and 

targeted strategies to cope with stress enhance the effects and lead to a complete 

healthy living. Exercises imply:

Reduced symptons of stress 

 Blood Vessel drainage/relief 

Increased oxygen supply and blood circulation 

Muscle strengthening conditioning 

Structure of the bone system 

Better supply of cartilage and disc 

Stimulation of lymph drainage 

Stabilisation and strengthening of the skeletal system 

Positive infl uence on hormone balance 

Increased coordination 

Movement is the elixir of life
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Work in movement: Sit and stand

Every movement is comfortable and pleasant for the body. A short walk during 

the lunch break can have signifi cant positive effects. However, it requires time 

and you do not always have the time. Relaxation helps recovering. Health and 

well-being is not only promoted during the breaks. Also during the intensive 

work phases in which it is almost impossible to leave your desk, the use of a 

comfortable workplace can counteract the constant strain caused by posture 

monotony. A frequent change between active stand and sit phases is a real 

comfort for the human being – virtually luxury for all body systems. 
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Many advantages

Not only the change between different body 

positions have many positive effects.

Also, the stand/sit-stand work offers numerous 

advantages that should be utilised by the employee:

 increased use of the abdominal muscles

 increased use of the back muscles

 increased use of the lower extremity

 activation of the musculature

 a wide range of movement supporting 
 variation possibilities 

 improvement of the area within reach

 improvement of the coordination when 
 using the sit-stand
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Many people suffer from tensions and backaches. The 

frequent change of position during work emphasises 

many positive effects of movement and activation.

Besides the increased strain on individual body parts, this 

also includes an improved relaxation of the neck, shoul-

der and back area, increased cardiovascular activation 

and a feeling of relaxation taking effect 

when sitting down after a stand up phase. Sit-stand 

components can be used as another excellent variation 

possibility at the workplace. Movement intervals of 

30 – 60 seconds can support the effects additionally. 

Offi ce and administration employees spend approxi-

mately 80,000 hours of their working life sitting down. 

A quarter of all sick days are the result of work-related 

musculoskeletal disorders. The change between sitting 

and standing strengthens the muscles, prevents monoto-

nies and thus prevents tensions and relieves the spine. 

Start the fi ght against tensions 
and backaches 
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The fi ght against the pounds is an omnipresent theme. Standing helps in the 

fi ght against the belly coming from sitting too much. Researchers from the 

University of Missouri found out that too much and too long sitting makes you 

fat. They could prove that a person, who has sedentary work, cannot unfold 

the enzymes needed for fat burning. Recommendation: change your working 

position between standing and sitting during the day. 

The best way to reduce your body weight is a negative energy balance. You 

must use more energy than you consume. The energy consumption is often the 

problem. A good start would be rather to take the stairs than use the elevator. 

An active work environment is also useful and helps you burn fat. By standing 

and sit-stand as well as by the frequent 

change of position, the muscles are used and 

thus strengthened. A higher basic metabo-

lism, i.e. consumption of calories, is the consequence. The muscles also burn 

calories at rest. The more muscles you have, the higher is your consumption. 

In addition, you increase the consumption of calories by standing, as this position 

compared to sitting has an increased effect on your energy consumption. Per 

250 saved kcal per day you burn approximately 1 kilo fat per month. An active 

workplace helps you create a healthy energy balance and thereby helps to make 

the unpopular rolls of fat disappear. 

 

An active workplace makes you beautiful

Standing helps in the fi ght against 

the „pot belly“
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The height-adjustable desks convince everyone when used correctly. 

Analyses of the Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health con-

fi rm that active workplaces are accepted and used, and thus result in many 

positive effects. Of course, the adjustment of the table height must not be-

come or be a duty or a “play”. However, because the human being accepts 

an environment with increased comfort, this will quickly become a habit. 

Simple moving exercises during standing help the venous muscle pump 

with its work. Then only through movement will it activate and transport 

blood more frequently against gravity towards the heart. Furthermore, 

balance can be improved e.g. when making phone calls, if you lift a leg off 

the ground now and then. 

An active workplace supports the human being in his/hers health 

awareness. Furthermore, your health and well-being will be increased 

when activity and change has a high priority outside of your working life. 

Therefore, the motion potential should also be utilised as intensively as 

possible in your everyday life. If attention is attracted to these aspects, a 

cycle of activity is created. Finally, this leads to physical and mental 

performance enhancement!

Exercises for improved comfort

Fitness and wellness at work – with small exercises in 
between 

Professor Dr. Ingo Froböse

A professor of prevention and 

rehabilitation in sports and spokes-

person of the Institute for Health, 

German Sports University Cologne. 

Together with his colleagues, he 

has made this brochure and the 

following exercises. 
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Standing on tiptoe

Strengthening of your calf muscles.

Place your feet so that they are in 

line with your hips and lift your heels 

slowly to tiptoe position and keep 

this position for a short moment. 

Hereafter, lower your heels steadily to 

the starting position.

Duration: 1-3 minutes

Stable standing on one leg

Stimulation of your balance ability.

Hold your balance stable standing on 

one leg. Your buttock muscles are 

strained, which stabilises your hips. 

Raise the level of diffi culty by staying 

tiptoe on one leg or shift of weight 

on front and hind foot.

Duration: 1-3 minutes. Hold the 

weight on one leg for 15-20 seconds. 

Hereafter changeover. 

Leg stretcher

Strengthening of your hips and 

thigh muscles.

Standing stable on one leg move 

your thigh upward. Now slowly 

lower your lower leg with tightened 

toehold in forward direction.

Duration: 1-3 minutes. 

Repeat 8-12 times per side. 

Hereafter changeover. 
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Leg stretcher 

Strengthening of your hips and 

thigh muscles.

Standing stable on one leg move 

your thigh forward. Now slowly 

lower your lower leg with tightened 

toehold in forward direction.

Duration: 1-3 minutes. 

Repeat 8-12 times per side. 

Hereafter change over. 

Calf stretcher

Stretching of your calf muscles.

Go down in your knees, make an easy 

step position and lean on the desktop. 

Bend your front leg in the knee joint. 

Stretch your rear leg and keep your 

heels down on the fl oor. Now move 

your hip forward until you feel a slight 

strain in your calf muscles. 

Duration: 1-2 minutes. Hold the 

weight for 15-20 seconds. Hereafter 

change over. 

Knee fl exer

Strengthening of your rear thigh 

muscles.

Standing stable on one leg, pull your 

lower leg of the non-supporting 

leg slowly backward upward until 

the leg is parallel with the fl oor. 

The knee of the non-supporting leg 

remains in the same height as the 

supporting leg. Duration: 1-3 mi-

nutes. Repeat 10-15 times per side. 

Hereafter change over. 
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Desk rest 

Strengthening of your upper extremi-

ties.Place your feet so that they are 

in line with your hips and rest your 

slightly fl exed elbows on the desk. 

Tense your torso muscles and fl ex your 

arms until 90°. Keep your elbows in 

torso height.

Duration: 1-4 minutes. Repeat 10-15 

times per side. Hereafter a break of 

30 seconds. 

Professional standing on 

one leg

Stimulation of your balance ability.

When mastering balancing stable 

standing on one leg make the exercise 

on a labile surface (e.g. a gymnastics /

exercise mat or a folded towel).

Duration: 1-3 minutes. Hold the 

weight on one leg for 15-20 seconds. 

Hereafter changeover. 

Knee lifting

Strengthening of your thighs and 

buttocks muscles.

Place one foot in front of the other 

and lift the heel of your rear leg 

from the fl oor. Bend your front leg. 

Your front knee must not project 

your toes.

Duration: 1-3 minutes. 

Repeat 10-15 times per side. 

Hereafter changeover. 
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Reading whilst settled back in a recliner, conversation 

with friends at a sit-stand desk or relaxing lying on the 

sofa. In your spare time, the position of your body differs 

depending on what you are doing. Why should it be dif-

ferent at work? Why do we always remain in our sitting 

posture, no matter what we do – whether we write, read 

or chat with colleagues? Breaking habits help discover 

new qualities. Also at work the type of activity varies 

and thus the demand to adopt varying body postures. 

Everyone knows his tasks and work best, and is therefore 

able to shape his workplace accordingly. Moreover, you 

are also the best to feel when it is necessary to move or 

to change position.

There are different ways of sitting. Sometimes 

centimetres decide the correct working position. When 

researching at the computer or when reading fi les, some 

people may fi nd it more comfortable when the desk is 

run a bit upwards. When typing on the keyboard many 

people want to adjust the desk to a lower position. At 

an electrically height-adjustable desk, you can adjust 

the ideal position by pressing a button and store the 

position. It is useful to utilise a dynamic workplace 

and the work processes according to your individual 

preferences. It is recommendable to be aware of the 

use and possibilities of an active workplace and to be 

informed. Thus, important tips regarding the necessity 

of movement and alternating physical strain can be 

communicated at training sessions. An improved work 

situation cannot be achieved until people are aware 

of the importance of movement and of an optimal 

workplace design. 

The luxury to form 

your life according 

to your individual 

imagination is then refl ected in the results of the work 

you deliver. The convenience of change and variation as 

a stimulus for good results!

The ideal posture for every activity: 
Sometimes there are only a few centimetres to a better working position

Change habits – become active, work actively





Communication – modern work means to communicate

Communication is an important brick to the success of a company. After all, 50 percent of all employees participate in a 

meeting and communicate at least once a week. The utilisation of height-adjustable desks for a brief meeting promotes 

communication. A discussion on your feet at a run up desk position instead of a “meeting” emphasises that the compa-

ny and the employees have a modern and creative approach. 
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The effects of an active workplace are complex. An active workplace does not 

only affect the health parameters but also many specifi c qualities, which are 

indispensable in our professional life. They require the following, individually 

mutually listed features and lead to synergistic effects, which exceed the 

improvement of the individual qualities.      

An active workplace increases the possibility of having a personal responsibility 

for your body and thus dealing with your health and wellbeing. Also, the 

awareness to utilise the full potential of the workplace by frequent change of 

position, pays off in your performance at work as well as in your everyday life.

Decisions are made faster when standing. Therefore, some companies 

increasingly prefer “standing sessions” instead of meetings where you sit 

down. Investigations have shown amazing result: The response times for 

decisions made when standing on average 5 to 20 percent shorter than they 

were for decisions made when sitting.

The whole thing is more than the sum of its parts

Personal responsibility

Decisions are made faster
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The electrical height adjustment promotes another important characteristic of 

good work - the fl exibility. An active, frequently changing working position 

favours a fl exible and dynamic work attitude. Similarly, the fl exibility in the or-

ganisation of jobs is increased. With the effortless change of the desk height, it 

will be easier to share a desk. Thus, a workplace – without health risks (perma-

nently inappropriate working positions) – can be used for different jobs. And in 

this way: “spontaneous” meetings can be arranged without long preparations.

 

Stress is an integral part of your workday and it is often considered as a major 

disturbing factor for your health. However, stress should not only be conside-

red a negative factor because it drives you so that you can accomplish peak 

performances. Only the permanent incorrect handling of stress can affect your 

health and work. Well-organised personal stress management can counteract 

the effect of this. This is especially clear when your mood affects your posture. 

That is how you associate a person full of self-confi dence with an open upright 

posture.

Active workplaces can support the appropriate handling of stress. The frequent 

change of position eliminates the tension and relaxation of various muscles. At 

a physical level, this gives you a balance, which - through the close connection 

between body and spirit – affects your physique. The result is a balanced and 

satisfactory workday.

Flexibility – Desk-Sharing

Strain - to cope with stress

A balanced work life
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LINAK technique makes work fl exible

A tabletop and two legs – and the desk is fi nished. So it 

used to be. Today, the offi ce workplace should not only be 

practical and beautiful, but above all, it should be ergo-

nomic and fl exible. LINAK has adopted this theme many 

years ago when we built our linear actuators into desks. 

In addition to the robust and durable actuators, LINAK 

also develops controls, which ensure that the desk runs 

quietly and gently up and down, even if a heavy computer 

is placed on one side of the desk. The processor-controlled 

technology coordinates the movement of one, two, three 

or four lifting columns.

In the Scandinavian countries, the technique has not only 

ensured improved ergonomics at the offi ce workstation, 

but it has also created enthusiasm among the employees. 

Height adjustable workplaces are particularly practical and 

comfortable. Also in Germany, the new offi ce technique 

spreads slowly. LINAK supplies many offi ce furniture manu-

facturers with linear actuator systems. 





Draft and text: Zentrum für Gesundheit, Köln (Prof. Dr. Ingo Froböse, Gregor Akkermann); further sources: ABC News: „A New Way to Control Weight?“, 
Nov. 2007 Full research study by Marc Hamilton, University of Missouri Columbia in Journal Diabetes (Nov. 07), Prof. Dr. Rainer Wieland: Barmer 
Gesundheitsreport 2008. Composition and layout: www.renner-kommunikation.de
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Terms of use
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for specifi c 
application.
LINAK takes great care in providing accurate and  up-to-date information on its products.
However, due to continuous development in order to improve its products, LINAK products 
are subject to  frequent modifi cations and changes without prior notice. Therefore, LINAK 
cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of said information on its products. 

While LINAK uses its best efforts to fulfi l orders, LINAK cannot, for the same reasons as 
mentioned above, guarantee the availability of any particular product. Therefore, LINAK 
reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed on its website or listed in 
its catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK.
All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy 
hereof, please contact LINAK.


